Correlation of radiographic and navigated measurements of TKA limb alignment: a matter of time?
Valid and reproducible measurements of limb alignment are prerequisites for planning, performing and evaluating TKAs. Although navigation systems have been shown to be reproducible tool for intraoperative TKA alignment measurements, particular doubt has been raised on the correlation with postoperative radiographic measurements. The aim of the present study was to evaluate whether the association of postoperative radiographic and navigation measurements of limb alignment was dependent on the time of acquisition. For this purpose, we retrospectively compared two groups of patients who underwent computer-assisted cemented TKA for osteoarthritis of the knee. Intraoperative navigation measurements (OrthoPilot™, Aesculap, Tuttlingen, Germany) were recorded before any cuts were made and again after implants had been placed. Long leg standing radiographs were acquired preoperatively in both the groups and either 2 weeks or 3 months postoperatively and AP limb alignment measurements were correlated with those of the respective navigation assessments. Preoperative deformity was similar in both the groups and correlation between radiographic and navigation measurements was excellent in both groups (ρ = 0.845 and 0.945, respectively). However, both mean and maximum discrepancies between radiographic and navigation measurements of leg alignment were significantly larger when radiographs were obtained 2 weeks (2.6° ± 2.1°, max. 10°) when compared with 3 months (1.8° ± 1.4°, max. 5°) postoperatively (P = 0.026). Accordingly, correlation between radiographic and navigation measurements was poor when radiographs were obtained 2 weeks postoperatively (ρ = 0.26, n.s.) but in the range of preoperative assessments when obtained 3 months postoperatively (ρ = 0.841, P < 0.001). Radiographic and navigation measurements of TKA limb alignment correlate well preoperatively. Equally good correlations can only be achieved when postoperative radiographic measurements are delayed to a time when more patients achieve full or near-full extension and are able to bear full weight leading to more valid radiographs.